Contract Management Made Simple.

CLM Matrix from ELM Solutions is the easy to use contract lifecycle management (CLM) solution that helps companies manage their end-to-end contract processes efficiently and securely to drive better business outcomes. The 100% configurable platform and intuitive, modern user interface support high rates of user adoption with minimal training.

Boost Your Bottom Line

As the foundation of any business, contracts hold direct ties to profitability. CLM Matrix is designed to help you deliver powerful bottom line impacts.

• Speed time to revenue with easily configured workflow automation and contract status transparency
• Mitigate the risk of noncompliance-based fines by implementing actionable obligation management alerts
• Avoid revenue leakage and optimize contract value with expiration and renewal tracking
• Improve outcomes based on contract performance insights

Drive Operational Efficiencies

CLM Matrix reduces manual efforts often required to create, review, and execute contracts in compliance with established policies and procedures.

• Free up valuable strategic legal resources with flexible, self-service contract creation that ensures the use of pre-approved legal language
• Establish consistent contract storage practices through a defined, searchable central contract repository
• Drive improved compliance with defined policies and regulations through a configurable central rules engine
• Easily integrate CLM workflows with your matter management solution
Contract Lifecycle Management

Flexible, End-to-End Contract Lifecycle Management

CLM Matrix’s visually configurable administration tools empower nontechnical users to design, test, and rapidly implement or adjust workflows for organizational agility. Alongside powerful end-user functionality, CLM Matrix is prepared to deliver measurable improvements across the contract lifecycle.

Expedite contract creation with the application of legally compliant contract language.
- SmartForms guide requestors through user-friendly prompts to present information specifically relevant to the contract at hand.
- Improve legal team productivity with fast, compliant contract creation that drastically reduces time-intensive review processes.
- Support a comprehensive contract repository with the ability to import legacy and third-party contracts.

Remove negotiation bottlenecks through the introduction of workflow automation and status transparency.
- Enable intuitive contract collaboration with red lining, tracked changes, and version control support through a native Microsoft Word integration.
- Integrate DocuSign and Adobe Signature capabilities directly within negotiation workflows to remove time-intensive manual processes and improve client satisfaction.

Power post-execution contract management with actionable insights and notifications.
- Create contract insights for better informed business decisions with role-based dashboards and reports developed from a searchable central contract repository.
- Maintain transparency of who did what when throughout the contract lifecycle with a comprehensive audit trail.
- Trigger right-person, right-time alerts for confidence in post-execution compliance with contract deadlines, milestones and obligations.
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